


Established in Hong Kong in 1981, Giordano is now one of the world’s leading international 
retailers of casual wear and accessories for men, women and children.  Our key strength is 

providing high-quality, easy-to-wear clothing at affordable prices. 

Giordano is a world brand for everyone, 
everywhere.



global presence…

Giordano has a longstanding, strong base in Asia and the Middle East. 

With over 30 years of experience, we plan to continue our expansion into new 
markets around the world, including Europe and Africa. 
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Our footprint covers over 2400 stores in 30 countries 

across Asia, Australia, Africa, Canada, Central America, 

Eastern Europe, Central Asia and the Middle East
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COUNTRIES AND REGIONS



Giordano is a dynamic retailer of casual apparel, catering to a market that is young 

and has an affinity with contemporary yet affordable clothing. Over the years, the 

brand has evolved from its traditional brand position and now takes on a more 

sophisticated and premium persona.  We continue to offer clothing basics, but which 

are current and that respond to what's going on in the realms of fabric performance, 

design and culture.



1981 Giordano was founded in Hong Kong

1985 Giordano started expansion into other Asia markets with

first store in Singapore

1991 Giordano listed on Hong Kong Stock Exchange

1992 Entered Mainland China market and established

Regional Office

1993 Giordano entered the Arab world with first store in Dubai

UAE, the brand continued expanding into Middle East

countries from there onwards

1997 Giordano Ladies was developed as a premier brand

targeting office ladies

1998 The group further launched the stylish and colorful kids’

brand, Giordano Junior

2000 Giordano won Korean Economic Daily’s Best Casual

Brand Award, and awarded as Emerging Market Leader by

World Economic Forum

2007 The Wall Street Journal Asia named Giordano most

innovative company in Hong Kong.

The Group re-branded Bluestar Exchange to BSX which

featured a younger, more urban collection

WWS customer loyalty program was launched globally.

2009 Giordano inaugurated a new design center in

Dongguan to foster closer collaboration with suppliers

2013 Giordano Middle East was ranked 19th by Forbes

Magazine as "Top 100 Making an Impact in the Arab

World“ Giordano won Emerging Market Retailer Award in

London

2015 Giordano footprint covered over 2300 stores in 40

countries across Asia, Australia, Africa, Canada, Central

America, Eastern Europe, Central Asia and the Middle East

2017 Global retail revenue reached USD 1 billion

2018 1st store in Paris & Johannesburg opened

GIORDANO STORY



B r a n d s

There are currently 4 brands in the Giordano portfolio.



G I O R D A N O is an affordable brand with good quality; its consistent focus on simplicity, quality and 

service has helped  to create a signature look, featuring relaxed, easy-to-wear fashion pieces that can be readily 

mixed-and-matched to suit any occasion, mood or place.  Customers can be assured “to feel good and look 

great”. The essence of Giordano is to develop apparel for everyone regardless of ethnicity, nationality or culture, truly 

illustrating its brand value of 

“World Without Strangers”.



Giordano Core  P roducts

polo

tee

shirts

jogger

jeans

Giordano Core Products

contributed towards over 60%

of sales; they are available

throughout the year thus easy

to manage and are volume

oriented.



Giordano’s polo shirts have been the global hero item with its fine stitching 
embroidery and comfortable, premium fabric quality.G i o r d a n o  C o r e  P r o d u c t s



Shirts
Oxford shirts and Linen shirts are part of the

essential category with consistently high sales

performance in most regions.

G i o r d a n o  C o r e  P r o d u c t s



Jeans & Chino
As core and essential

items, Giordano’s

jeans and chino’s are

well known for their

comfort, fit and

durable fabrics;

suitable for all

occasions and

cultures.

G i o r d a n o  C o r e  P r o d u c t s



Jogger Pants

Ever since its introduction into the collection, knitted jogger pants have become one
of the brands’ core products due to its comfort and simplicity.

G i o r d a n o  C o r e  P r o d u c t s



Graphic Tee
& crew neck tee

Giordano is renowned for its crew

neck tee’s, of which, over five

million pieces are sold each year

G i o r d a n o  C o r e  P r o d u c t s



With sporty elements and performance fabrics, this is our 

collection of functional sportswear to facilitate “motion”.  

G-MOTION



Product Innovations



A modern, street-level
approach towards outdoor
wear design, performance
fabrics and construction;
translating trusted outdoor
clothing into an urban context,
and offering a unique and
stylish take on functional
outdoor wear.

Silvermark



Essentials 

& Accessories

Under tee

Underwear 

Socks

Bags

Shoes

Caps



GIORDANO INTERNATIONAL

Campaigns & Marketing Activities

Giordano has always been the leader in innovative marketing and 

advertising techniques.  Creativity and differentiation is the key and 

Giordano aims at all times to bring something new to its global markets. 



GIORDANO INTERNATIONALMovie Programs 



Team 

Family 
Bear On Bike

Family Campaigns

Product 

Campaigns



GIORDANO INTERNATIONAL

Crossover x

Lowe Alpine
Crossing over with the

outdoor giants Lowe Alpine,

Giordano has worked with the

likes of former England and

Premier League star Teddy

Sheringham, as well as

BAFTA-winning actor Bryan

Larkin as its brand

ambassadors.

Product Campaigns



Life is a Journey 

Product 

Campaigns



GIORDANO INTERNATIONAL

Product 

Campaigns

Stay In Touch 



GIORDANO INTERNATIONAL
Product Campaigns The Future 



GIORDANO INTERNATIONAL

Bruce Lee x Giordano



GIORDANO INTERNATIONAL

Localized Marketing Campaigns



GIORDANO INTERNATIONAL

Festivities and Events



Bricklane @ London
In 2015, Giordano set up its first pop-up store 

in UK, located in near Shoreditch High Street 

Station



FW18 Fashion Show in Mainland China

GIORDANO INTERNATIONAL



GIORDANO INTERNATIONAL

Collaboration 

with K-Pop Stars
For examples Kim-Woobin, Shin Min 

Ah , Jeon Ji-hyeon, So Ji-sub etc



TaiwanShanghai

Seoul

Malaysia

Façade 

and Billboards
on featured buildings 

in cities around the 

world



Giordano Junior offers a wide assortment of

colourful, chic and stylish children’s wear for

aged 3 – 14. Our designs allow easy mixing

and matching to give expression to a young

person’s uniqueness and developing individuality.

Safety, quality and comfort

have been the core values

guiding Giordano Junior since

its debut in 1998. As such, all

our products must undergo

stringent quality control checks

to ensure that they meet the

highest safety and quality

standards.



Giordano Ladies, the most upscale among

Giordano’s brands, caters to women to impeccable

fashion taste. Launched in 1997, its contemporary

interpretation of simple, clean, timeless and modern

classic designs aims to bring out women’s personality.

Distinguished for its store design, superior product

quality and intimate customer service, Giordano

Ladies has raised the bar for higher-end fashion with

new valuable shopping experience.

We believe “to be truly beautiful is to have great style.

It’s what we really wear, what we put on when we

don’t need to impress anybody, be anybody, what

gives us comfort.

our brand philosophy
clean | simple | modern classic | timeless| personality



First launched in 1999 as a value-

oriented basics brand, Bluestar

Exchange was re-branded to BSX in

2007.

BSX is a youth-oriented fashion brand

that expresses the values of courage

and justice, with “Victory or Nothing”

slogan advocating “courageous spirit”.

Regular renewal of spokespersons and

store image has successfully

transformed BSX into a stylish and

trendy youth brand

BSX



Customer

Loyalty Program

WWS is a global, yet localised

and card-less loyalty program

launched in 2007 with the

objective to reward its customers.

Customers are able to

accumulate points on purchases.

They are able to access their

information simply through their

mobile phones.

The program has received an

overwhelming response and

today has over 8 Million WWS

members worldwide.



QKISS
Corporate Value

Quality – doing things right

Knowledge – updating expertise and sharing knowledge

Innovation – thinking out of the box

Service – exceeding customer’s expectation

Simplicity – “Less is More”

VISION

“To be the best and the biggest 

world brand in apparel retailing”

MISSION

“To make people feel good and 

look great”




